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2 
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ABSTRACT 

! 

The effects of imprisonment of resonance radiation in potassium vapor 

and of collisions between excited potassium atoms and N., H , HD and D 

molecules, on the measured lifetimes of the 4P states« have been investi- 

gated by the method of delayed coincidences. The potassium atoms were 

excited with short pulses of resonance radiation, and the delays between 

the exciting and fluorescent pulses were measured with a time-to-amplitude 

converter. At pure potassium densities below 10  atoms/cm , the measured 

lifetimes approach the constant values 27.8 + 0.3 and 27.6 + 0.8 nsec, 

2        2 
corresponding to the natural lifetimes of the 4 P,^ an^ ^ ^3/2 statesi 

respectively. At higher densities the effective lifetimes are in satis- 

factory agreement with the predict!ans of Holstein*s theory. The decrease 

in the measured decay rates observed upon addition of the diatomic gases, 

yielded cross sections for quenching collisions with N , H , HD and D , 

which equal 34.0 + 2.0 82, 9.4 + 1.3 82, 11.9 + 1.5 22 and 8.0 + 2,0 22, 

respectively. 

Research supported by the U.S. Advanced Research Projects Agency under 
Contract No. N00014-67-C-0S38, and by the National Research Council of 
Canada. 
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1.    INT&QDUCTICX 

When pocasslua vapor at low density is illuminated with potassium 

resonance radiation, some of the atoms are excited to the 4 P, y2 or 4 P. .„ 

state and subsequently decay emitting resonance fluorescence.    The decay 

process, which is assumad to im exponential, is dascribcd by the equation 

(I) Nt    -   No exp(-t/T)     , 

whera N., and N    are the densities of excited atoms at times t and 0, to 

respectively, and r»  the natural lifetime of the excited state, is a specific 

property of the potassium atoms.    If the vapor density is increased,  the 

fluorescent radiation becomes imprisoned in the vapor, and measurements of 

the decay rates yield effective lifetimes, T'»  which ar* significantly 

larger than T and which are a property not only of the isolated atoms but 

also of the bulk vapor. 

The trapping of i,*«souance radiation in metallic vapors, and its 

effects, are of fundamental interest to workers in the fields of atomic 

physics,  radiofrequency spectroscopy, upper atmospheric physics and plasma 

physics. 

The imprisonment of resonance radiation in sodium was first observed 

by K. W„ Wood  (1905) and one of the early quantitative studies of the effect 

was reported by Zemansky  (1922) who measured the lifetime of the lig 6 P, 

state in relation to the mercury vapor pressure.    The first systematic 

investigation of radiation trapping in sodium wa» carried out by Kibble, 

Copley and Krause  (1967), although other authors  (for instance, Seiwert, 

1956) had used various existing theories of the effect to correct fluorescent 



Intensity measurements. 

Milne (1926) proposed the first comprehensive and quite successful 

theoretical treatment which employed a diffusion analogy as a model for the 

imprisonment of radiation.    Holstein (1947, 1951)  carried out a more complete 

analysis for a single resonance line, In which he also considered geometrical 

effects, and which was extended by Walsh (1939)  to account for the Influence 

of simultaneous Doppler and collision broadening and of hyperfine structure* 

When the hyperfine structure extends beyond the Doppler width of the resonance 

line, coherence may be preserved in the scattering of a photon from atom to 

atom (Barrat,   1959; D'Yakonov and Ferel,  1965). 

The addition of a molecvlar gas complicates  the decay spectrum as 

inelastic collisions between an excited potassium atom and a molecule cause 

the atom to be transferred cither to the ground state  (quenching collisions) 

or to the other    P state  (mixing collisions), with an accompanying change in 

the molecular translatlonal, vibratlonal and rotational energy.    Quenching 

competes with spontaneous decay and decreases the observed lifetime.      P 

mixing, which has been investigated in mixtures of alkali vapors and diatomic 

gases by UcGillis and Krause  (1968), can also affect the decay spe trum. 

The early experiments involving quenching of atomic resonance radiation 

have been summarized by Pringgheiu (1949).    The quenching of potassium 

resonance radiation by diatomic molecules has been investigated by Jenkins 

(1968), Uooymayers and Alkemade (1966), Gatzke  (1963), Smith, Stewart and 

Taylor (1954) and Mcüillls and Krause (1968).    The knowledge of quenching 

cross sections obtained under well-defined experimental conditions should 

help in the understanding of the mechanism Involved in the Interactions 
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between excited atoms and various molecules. 

2.  THEORETICAL 

(a) Imprisonment of Radiation 

The theories of Barrat (1959) and of D'Yakonov and Perel (1964] 

cannot be applied in the case of potassium, because the hyperflne structures 

of the resonance lines lie totally within their Ooppler widths. Holstein's 

(1947, 1951) theory of radiation trapping should, however, provide a useful 

basis for comparison between experimental results and theoretical pre- 

dictions . 

Holstein's model Involves a dimensionlass 'escape factor', g, which 

appears in the exponential decay equation! 

(2) N(t) - N0exp(-t/TI) - NQ expt-gt/r)  . 

where g, a constant characteristic of the decay process, is evaluated from 

integro-differential eqiatlons which give the population of a state n(r,t) 

in relation to position and time, and which are formulated in terms of the 

transmission coefficient for a Doppler-broadened line.    The transmission 

coefficient, T(p), is defined by the following general expression: 

(3) T(p)    -   j' P(v) exp[.k(v)p]dv    , 

where P(v) represents the frequency spectrum of the radiation emitted from 

a given volume element and k(v)  is the absorption coefficient which varies 

with the frequency v.    Thus, T(p) is the probability that an emitted photon 

will traverse a distance p «•    Ir1  - rl without being absorbed.    If the shape 
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of Che (non-self-reversed)  resonance line is determined by Doppler- or 

pressure-broadening, and ehe emitting atoms have a Maxwellian velocity 

distribution,  then P(v) « k(v}.    For a Doppler-broadened line    (pressure- 

broadening may be neglected at very low vapor pressures), the transmission 

coefficient is expressed as: 

(4) T(p)    «   j'  (I/TT^2) exp(-x2) exp[-k0p exp(-x2)] dx    . 
-co 

k. is the absorption coefficient at the centre of the line of wavelength 

\Q (or frequency VQ), and is given by 

(5) k0   -    U0
3/8TT) N^/gQ)   (TT^VQ-T)'1    , 

1/2 where vQ = (2RT/M)  , is the average speed of the potassium atoms, N is 

their density and g1 and g0 are the respective statistical weights of the 

excited and ground states. The variable x in £q. (4) is defined as x = 

(v - V0)TC/Vü. The escape factor, g, is related as follows to T(p): 

(6) g £f TU)    , 

whore Jt is the shortest linear dimension of the fluorescence cell.    Eq.   (6) 

constitutes a good approximation and,  together with Eq.  (2) provides the 

connection between the theoretical and the observed decay spectra. 

(b)    The Decay of the Resonance States in the Presence of Quenching Collisions 

The processes which occur when a mixture of potassium vapor and 

molecular gas is irradiated with potassium resonance radiation, are depicted 

;.  1. in Fig,  1.    The collision numbers Z, ., Z.Q, Z.- and Z    , are defined as the 

frequencies of inelastic collisions per excited atom,  leading to the various 

.. ;:= 



(u) r2 = (i/2)(rl+ r2) . (i/2)r(r1 - r2)
2 + Mu*2l]

in . 

Equations (13) and (14)  correspond to the solutions found by Bennet, 

Kindlmann and Mercer (1965).    After excitation ceases at t «= to, »^ •ia 62 " 0' 
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processes of energy transfer, s. and s, arc the numbers of potassium atoms 

excited per second to the appropriate P state. Since the excitation proceeds 

by a short pulse of light, s, and s, are time-dependent and, for the purpose 

of analysis, will be c .sldered as step functions having the values s. and 

s. In the Interval 0^ t < t and the value zero elsewhere.  1/T[ and I/T» 

are the observed decay rates of the P states in the absence of the gas. 

The following are the rate equations for the populations of the iwo resonance 

states. 

dti. 

^        "dT   -   81 + N2i;21-Nlt1/Tl+Z10+:;123    *    81 + 'V21-Niri    ' 

dN, 
(8>        "dT   "    32 + Nl212 - H1'^ + 220 + 22l2   "    s2 + N1Z12 " N2r2    ' 

Equations (7) and (8) have solutions of the form: 

(9) N1   »    Al äxp(-rlt) + A2 exp(-r2t) + A3    , 

(10) N2   -   Bj^ exp(-r1t) + B2 exp(-r2t) + B3    , 

where 

(u) A3 - azl*2+ •i(l)nrir2m hih^   ' 

(12) B3   -    (hl'l+'zW^l'l-hl^    ' I 

(i3) rl =  (i/2)(r1 + r2) + (i/2)[(r1. rj2 + ^l^2i]
in . 

L 
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yielding  the initial concltlons  for decay: 

dN UN 
(^      "IT   *   N20Z21-N10ri       *        -TT   -   N10212-N20r2      ' 

where N^Q " ^O anrt N20 ^ N2^t  ^  are obtalncd from E<ls*  (9)  and (1°)' 

Putting t   ■= 0, to eliminate an arbitrary factor, £qs.   (15) give: 

(16) ^   =    CNjo^l + N10(r2 * riW(r2 * ^     • 

(17) A2   -   [N20221 + N^Crj - ri)]/(r1 - r2)     , 

(18) B1   =   CN10Zl2+N20(r2- r2)]/(r2- r^     , 

(19) B2   =    [Nxo^U4" N20{rl ■  r2^/(rl *  r2)     * 

A useful simplification results if it is postulated that Z  - ^ Z-0 « Z 

and that the squars-root term can be reduced as follows. 

[{q -   P2)
2+ 4212Z21]

1/2   =    (2l2+ 221)   {l+ C(1/T{ -  1/Tp/(Z12+ Z21)2] 

[1/T{ - 1/T^ 2(2l2 - 22l)]} l/2   Z   Zl2+Z2l     . 

The first assumption has been verified experimentally in mixtures of alkali 

vapors and diatomic gases by McGlllis and Krause (1968)  and by Bellsio, 

Davidovits and Kindlmann (1968).    The second approximation is accurate to 

better than 3^ at the potassium vapor pressure (10'    Torr) and gas pressures 

(1-3 Torr) used in this investigation.    With these approximations,  r.  and 

r0 become 

(20) 

rl   »    (1/2)(1/T{ + l/T^) + 212+ Z21 + Z    , 

r2   =    (i/2)(l/T{ + l/T^) + 2    • 

■■-v. 



Ac low potassium vapor pressures, when l/tj — l/to» AI "* '^i*    ^hen both 

resonance components are observed at the same time so that 

(21) N(t)    -    NjU) + N2(t), 

the decay spectrum is determined to a good approximation by r, alone, and 

the decay equation becomes 

(22) N(t) « (A2 + B2)exp(-r2t)  . 

Equation (22) treats the ^HE» . and 4 ?_,- states as a single 

resonance state, with the spontaneous decay rate (1/2)(1/T| + l/ri) an^ 

radiationless decay (quenching) rate Z. The latter yields the quenching 

cross section, Q, through the equation 

(23) N Q v  , 
r ' 

where N is the density of the qucaching molecules and v is the average 

relative velocity of the colliding partners. 

3. £XP£m£NTAL 

The apparatus and experimental procedure were similar to those used 

previously for experiments with sodium atoms (Kibble, Copley and Krause 

1967ab; liabib. Kibble and Copley 1968). Because of the longer potassium 

2 
resonance wavelengths and longer lifetimes of the 4 P states, minor modifi- 

cations were made to the pulsing and detection systems and to the electronic 

circuits (Copley 1968). 

The excitation of the potassium atoms was accomplished by potassium 



resonance radiation from an Osran spectral lamp, which was resolved into 

its two components wich an interference filter, was brought to a focus 

between the plates of a Kerr shutter and again inside a fluorescence cell 

containing potassium vapor,  the shutter was opened by a 20 or 50 nsec high- 

voltage pulse, a sample of which, shaped to a rectangular pulse of 200 nsec 

duration, was applied to one input of a time-to-auplitudc converter, 

fluorescent photons emitted by the potassium atoms were detected with a 

photomultiplier whose output pulses, after shaping, were applied to the 

other input of the time-to-amplitude converter, producing a ramp pulse of 

amplitude proportional to the time overlap between the two input pulses. 

The ram^ pulse, also suitably shaped, wes accumulated in a kicksorter 

channel appropriate to its amplitude, where it became part of the resulting 

spectrum of decay times. The kicksorter (Victoreen PIP 400) was gated to 

reject pulses of too small amplluude and Improper shape« 

The fluorescence cell and Its side-arm were mounted in an oven which 

maintained the temperature of the main cell constant within + 1 C, and the 

somewhst lower temperature of the side-arm, which contained liquid potassium, 

within + 0.2 C. During the experiments with the vapor-gas mixtures, the 

main body of the cell was maintained at 80 + 1 C. The gases were purified 

by gettering with hot alkali vapor (Kibble, Copley and Krause 1967b) and 

their pressures were measured with a trapped McLeod gauge. 

it 
Lindes I'i.ij.V,  ^radc 11- and "« 0^ n0:aina* purity 99.99,*, HU (99^) supplied 
by Stohler Isotope CBemlcals, and Matheson C.P. grade D» (99.5^) were 
used in the experiments. 
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4. RSSULTS AMD DISCUSSION 

(a)  IrnprlsonraenC of Radiation 

4 
A typical decay spectrum, containing a total of a'jout 5 x 10 counts 

JLg* 2.    accumulated In two hours, Is shown In Fig. 2. The slight undulations about 

the str&lght line which represents a strictly exponential behaviour of the 

decay, are due partly to statistical error and partly to the imperfect 

shape of the sample pulse taken from the Kerr cell. The spectrum also 

contains some background arising from light leaking through the shutter and 

from the iimall dark current in the photomultipller, which amounted to 13 

counts/channel, uniformly distributed in time. This background was sub- 

tracted before subjecting the results to further analysis which was 

carried out on an Z.B.H« 1620 (II) computer und which yielded the apparent 

lifetimes T{ and To« 

ig.  3. Flg. 3 shows thu apparent lifetimes which were determined over a 

range of potassium vapor pressure». At low densities, T{ and jl  approach 

the limiting values TI and T2 which are very nearly equal to one another. 

As the vapor pressure Increases, T{ and xi rise steeply with the curves 

separated by a factor of two on the pressure scale which, as expected, 

equals the ratio of statistical weights of the e  states. The individual 

values T? and TA fire subject to oxpcrlmcntal error of 1^ arising from the 

uncertainties in the background count and from the possibility of 'pile up1 

which was reduced to a minimum by keeping the intensity of the exciting 

light so low that, on the average, fewer than one fluorescent photon was 

observed for each C«n exciting light pulses. A correction made for this 

effect was negligible at low values of r1 but amounted to as much as 20^ 
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for values T' > ^7» The effect on T' of saall changes In the depth at 

which fluorescence was observed was found to be ne^li^lble. 

The solid lines in /ig. 3 represent Lq.  [6],  fitted at the encircled 

point by assuming J = 5.5 um and Ti — To =: T = 27.7 nsec. The agreenent 

with the experiQ.jntal results is good except in the elbow of the curve 

whera k i ~ 1. The value J m  5.5 tan corresponds directly to the iCcrr cell 

spacing of 6 mm which, as a stop in the optical system, determines the 

depth of fluorescing vapor through 1:1 imaging. The slight lack of agree- 

ment in the elbows of the curves is probably due to the fact that Holstein's 

theory assumes a Maxwellian velocity distribution in the potassium vapor, 

which is not necessarily correct (Holstein 1947). 

To obtain the natural lifetimes f. and f,, it was necessary to 

determine the pressure at which radiation trapping becomes noticeable. 

It was found that plots of fluorescent intensity against pressure became 

-7-7 2_       ^ 
non-linear at 3.5 x 10  and 7.0 x 10  Torr, for the 4"T ,_ and AT.,- 

ble I    states, respectively. The values T, and T^» listed in Table I, were 

obtained as weighted averages of the lifetimes measured at pressures lower 

than these. 2ven though lack of sufficient intensity made it impossible 

to make measurements at pressures below lü  Torr, the results are in good 

agreement with recent values of other authors. The discrepancy with 

Ustrovskii and Penkins' result (1962) is ascribed to the fact that the 

Uook method depends on the exact knowledge of the potassium vapor pressure 

which is difficult to measure with high precision. 

(b) The Quenchinr; Cross Sections 

The decay spectra obtained at various pressures of the quenching 
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Ijasaa uerc axponentlal In character aud a.ipccr^d oinilr.r to those observed 

with pure potassium vapor; No correction for pile-up to the measured value 

r,, (the characteristic decay rate in Eq. (21)) was necessary, because the 

tine constant l/r- was short and the counting rate low. xj and T-.,  which 

appear in the equation 

(24) 2 = r2 - (1/2)(1/T' + 1/TJ)  , 

were determined before each experimental run and were found to remain constant 

within + 3^ at a 2iv,iIi potassium vapor pressure. 

The quenching of the fluorescence by N , li , HD and D_ is represented 

.3. 4.    in /"ig. 4. As expected, the plots of 2T, the number of effective quenching 

collisions per lifetime of an excited atom, against gas density N, are 

linear and pass through the origin. Most measurements were made at the 

potassium vapor pressure of 1 x 10  Torr and with the 7665 A resonance 

component used for excitation, which afforded the best comprcmise between 

adequate intensity of signal and the requirement that T' — To* Some 

measurements were also carried out at a vapor pressure of 4 x 10  Torr, 

or using the 7699 A ccraponent for excitation, to ensure that neither a 

possible change in T' or TJ  due to broadening colllsiüna nor a decrease 

in density of ground state atoms upon addition of the quenching gases, 

was e source of systematic error. The results of all the experimental runs 

yielded straight lines whoso slopes were equal, within e:rperimcntal error, 

to those shown in Fig. 4. The quenching cross sections obtained from the 

le II slopes, are compared in Table II with values reported by other authors. 

?AG quoted errors which arise from counting statistics, were calcul&Ced 

Zsoa i.  least squareu analysis of the experimental results. The values 
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-rjported by 110071^7^^-3 and Alkuaade (1965) and by Jenkins (1968), obtained 

froa lnvestivqacions of flames, as well as Gatake's (1953) cross sections 

from the photolysis of IGl, were datemined at quite high Relative velocities 

v,. It is not really surprising that these crojs sections are lower than 

thosa obtained froa intensity raeasureaents by Smith, Stewart and Taylor 

(1954), by McGiilis and Krause (1963) as a by-product of excitation transfer 

studias, and in this investigation. It was not possible to separata the 

individual cro^s sections Q,„ and Q0,, because the nunaericai procedures 

b ' which the decay constants are extracted fron the available experiuental 

data (each measureucnt yields the sura of two exponentials), are not 

sufficiently accurate, nor can their inherent accuracy be improved (Rogers 

1962). The agreement with the results of McGiilis and Krause (1963) is 

quite reasonable, except for D . There is no apparent correlation of the 

quenching cross sections with the energy intervals between the potassium 

resonance levels and the nearest vibrational levels in the molecules. A 

similar lack of correlation has been noted by Starr (1965) who investigated 

the transfer of energy from excited N« molecules to ground-state sodium 

atoms. It is possible that such a resonance effect, if present, might have 

been masked by the variation of the cross sections with the relative 

velocity which was different for all the molecules. More experimental 

evidence will have to oe obtained before any valid conclusions concerning 

the presence of such resonances can be reached. 
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TABLE I 

A Lifetimes of the 4P States in Potassium 

(nsec) 

,2 ,2p                 Source                     Method 
* n/2 3/2 

27.8 + 0.3 27.6 + 0.8 This Investigation Delayed coincidences 

26.0+ 0.5 Schmieder, Lurlo and Uapper (1968) Level crossing 

27.8+0.5 27.8+0.5 Link (1966) Phase shift 

25.9 + 0.8 25.9 + 0.8 Ostrovskii and Penkin (1962) Kook method 

27.1 26.9 Heavens (1961) Bates-Damgaard calculation 

27.1 + 0,9 27.1 + 0.9 Stephenson (1951) Magneto-rotation 

i 

- •■ 
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TABLE II 

Cross Sections for Quenching of Potassium Resonance Radiation 

Source 
Cross Sections tor Collisions with Molecules (A } 

K - N-     K - H2    K - HD     K - D2 

This Investigation 34.0+2.0 9.4+1.3 11.9+1.5 8.0+2.0 

UcGillla and Krause (1963) - CJ.Q 35.0+ 7.0 7.0+ 3.0 11.0+ 4.0 2.0+ 1.0 

UcGlllls and Krause (1963) - Q20 39.0+ 8.0 4.0+ 1.5 14.0+ 3.0 1.0+ 0.5 

Jenkins (1963) 17.6+0.9 3.23+0.16 

Hooi'nayers and Alkemade  (1966) 29.5 i 1.0 5.4+ 0.3 

Gatzke (1963) 20.2+2.0 -                     -                    - 

Smith, Stewart and Taylor (1954) - 6.2          -     4.5 
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flGURa CAPTIONS 

Flg. 1. Energy levels Involved In sensitized fluorescence and in the 

quenching o£  pocassiua resonance radiacion.  xhe solid arrows 

represent optical excitation and spontaneous decay, the broken 

lines refer to collisional processes. 

Fig. 2. A smilogarithmic ploC of ehe decay speCtruia ia pur« potaüdiuia 

vcpor at a pressure of 1.3 x 10 Torr, accumulated during two 

uoura, usin^ 76Ö5 A excitation. The slope yieidi 7' — 43.3 nscc 

Fig. 3. The variation of T{ and T', with potassium vapor pressure. 

2 
T = 27.7 nsec and the encircled point on the F,.« cu^ve, were 

relation 1/g := T'/T» to the experimental results. 

Fig. w. Quenching of potassium fluorescence by N„, U0, UD and ü .    Tha 

error bars represent typical statistical errors whlvti cue nearly 

the same for all the points. V, N ; o, iL; +, HD; x, D . 

T " 27.7 nsec. 
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